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Detection of Simulated Brain Strokes Using Microwave Tomography


Detection of synthetic cerebrovascular accidents by means of microwave tomography and image processing (CLSR stands for Carbon Loaded Silicon Rubber, image courtesy of EMTensor GmbH).

Take-Home Messages
- Brain strokes are one of the leading causes of disability and mortality in adults in developed countries. We investigate how microwave tomography reveals changes in the brain’s tissues and thereby enable to detect and identify the type of stroke.
- We demonstrate that hemorrhagic stroke can be automatically identified with microwave tomography.
- Because of portability and cost effectiveness, microwave imaging systems may significantly improve the medical care of cerebrovascular accidents.
- Stroke identification including images reconstruction and automatic detection lasts less than 5 minutes.
- We implement massive parallel computing to solve the electromagnetic inverse problem and to speed up the reconstruction process.
Detection of Simulated Brain Strokes Using Microwave Tomography


Abstract—Brain strokes are one of the leading causes of disability and mortality in adults in developed countries. The ischemic stroke (85% of total cases) and hemorrhagic stroke (15%) must be treated with opposing therapies, thus the nature of the stroke must be determined quickly in order to apply the appropriate treatment. Recent studies in biomedical imaging have shown that strokes produce variations in the complex electric permittivity of brain tissues, which can be detected by means of microwave tomography. Here we present some synthetic results obtained with an experimental microwave tomography-based portable system for the early detection and monitoring of brain strokes. The determination of electric permittivity first requires the solution of a coupled forward-inverse problem. We make use of massive parallel computation from domain decomposition method and regularization techniques for optimization methods. Synthetic data are obtained with electromagnetic simulations corrupted by noise, which have been derived from measurements errors of the experimental imaging system. Results demonstrate the possibility to detect hemorrhagic strokes with microwave systems when applying the proposed reconstruction algorithm with edge preserving regularization.

I. INTRODUCTION

CEREBROVASCULAR accidents (CVAs) are one of the leading causes of physical disability and mortality in adults in developed countries. There are two types of CVAs (or strokes): ischemic or cerebral infarction (85% of cases) and hemorrhagic (15%). Ischemic stroke is due to a clot that blocks the blood circulation. An intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) must be administered within 3 hours of stroke onset. In contrast, hemorrhagic stroke is caused by rupture of a blood vessel, and thus the correct diagnosis is critical in order to select the appropriate treatment. Currently, the nature of stroke can only be discriminated by MRI or CT imaging [1]. However, these bulky and expensive systems require too much infrastructure to be practiced outside the hospital. This highlights the potential value of a system that could be used in an ambulance, for example. In addition, during the follow-up phase of the treatment, medical imaging examinations need to be repeated at regular intervals. Conventional imaging approaches such as MRI and CT require the patient to be regularly moved during follow-up treatment, whereas microwave systems could allow for in situ patient monitoring.

Recent studies have developed a microwave imaging system with 24 antennas [2] for testing an algorithm based on Truncated Singular Value Decomposition scheme [3], and a previous study on 2D phantoms used the linear sampling method [4] for brain stroke monitoring. A conjugate-gradient-based regularization technique in $L^p$ Banach spaces, in conjunction with an inexact-Newton solving scheme, has also been developed recently [5], and the employment of portable microwave-based devices for pre-hospital use is discussed in [6]. Recent works have shown the dependence of complex permittivity on the nature of stroke (ischemic or hemorrhagic) in the microwave frequency range. Indeed, complex dielectric permittivity increases up to 20% in the hemorrhagic stroke area [7], while ischemic stroke corresponds to a decrease of 10% [7], [8]. Hemorrhagic stroke occurs when a blood vessel bursts, which causes an excess of blood in the stroke area. Since the blood has among the highest permittivities in the brain, it causes a local increase. On the contrary, when a clot blocks a vessel, the blood that previously flew through the vessel, cannot reach this area anymore and the local permittivity decreases. These findings suggest that microwave imaging techniques could offer a promising method of stroke classification due to their inherent contrast mechanism, low cost, and quick acquisition time. The company EMTensor GmbH (Vienna, Austria) has developed a portable microwave scanner for the detection and monitoring of strokes [9], which is embeddable in ambulances and has been extensively investigated in [10]. Authors of [11] proposed a frequency-based method and tested it experimentally on a simplified brain phantom. Due to strong variations of the head complex permittivity over frequency, we elected to work at a single frequency, and to test our reconstruction algorithm with synthetic data obtained from a realistic brain model\textsuperscript{1} (CT and MRI images) corrupted with noise.

Stroke detection by microwave tomography with the EMTensor GmbH scanner was previously analyzed in [10]. The aim of this paper is to further investigate this topic, in particular:

- the choice of regularization term in the inverse problem;
- the sensitivity of the results to the position of the stroke;

\textsuperscript{1}Courtesy of EMTensor GmbH, Vienna, Austria
a data processing method for automatic hemorrhagic stroke detection.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the sole example of automatic detection of strokes based on microwave tomography making use of a complex phantom (including blood and blood vessels) and an inhomogeneous model of a small local perturbation of the complex permittivity for the stroke (see Table I for literature comparison). Finally, this process takes place under very high noise assumptions (0 dB).

The paper is organized as follows: the investigation protocol and the regularized reconstruction algorithm are outlined in Section II, while Section III deals with the numerical testing and data processing that we carried out for the detection and discrimination of hemorrhagic and ischemic CVAs.

### II. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

We refer the reader to [10] for a detailed description of the imaging system and the forward problem modeling. Here we build on this foundation, and present the inverse problem formulation and the regularization, however we must remind the reader that we have simulated the whole imaging system (including antennas and measurement chamber).

#### A. Problem formulation

The 3D reconstruction of the permittivity value map inside the imaging chamber involves two main parts, a forward problem and an inverse problem. The solution of the forward problem provides the scattering parameters of the system in the frame of synthetic reconstructions of the brain and we corrupted the results with a multiplicative error model [15], [16], derived from measurements of the empty chamber. The full model includes a calibration error and noise model caused by electronics from the vector network analyzer driving the system and electronic switches:

$$S_{ij}^{noise} = \epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise} S_{ij}^{meas},$$  \hspace{1cm}(2)$$

where $\epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise}$ is described by a set of six coefficients tuned upon measurements of the real system and $S_{ij}^{meas}$ is the result of the simulation of the forward problem. Finally, $\epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise}$ can be expressed in a short form as:

$$\epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise} = (1 + p(G_{ij}^{Re} + iG_{ij}^{Im})).$$  \hspace{1cm}(3)$$

The coefficient $p$ depends on the six coefficients and $G_{ij}^{Re}$ and $G_{ij}^{Im}$ are given for each pair of transmitting/receiving antennas $(i,j)$; they follow a normal distribution. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the experiments is close to 0 dB, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the most constraining value applied in the frame of synthetic reconstructions of the brain.

The reconstruction problem is highly complex due to the huge size of the data and high level of heterogeneity in brain tissues. Therefore, regularization techniques need to be investigated.

#### Comparison with Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Type of reconstruction</th>
<th>Data/phantom</th>
<th>Number of tissues</th>
<th>Stroke</th>
<th>Stroke model</th>
<th>Automatic detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>Stroke location</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>Homogeneous (blood)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Quantitative permittivity</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>Homogeneous (blood)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>Stroke detection</td>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic and ischemic</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Quantitative permittivity</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic and ischemic</td>
<td>Inhomogeneous -10%/+20%</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>Quantitative permittivity</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic and ischemic</td>
<td>Inhomogeneous -10%/+10%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $\kappa$ is the vacuum wavenumber;
* $S_{ij}(\kappa)$ are the scattering coefficients computed for the wavenumber $\kappa$;
* $S_{ij}^{meas}$ are the scattering coefficients for the the head measurements;
* $S_{ij}^{meas,em}$ are the computed (respectively measured) scattering coefficients for the empty chamber;
* $\alpha > 0$ is the regularization parameter, heuristically chosen to sufficiently reduce noise and obtain suitable images ($\alpha = 10^{-2}$ in the experiments).

Problem (1) is a nonlinear ill-posed problem with approximately a million of unknowns, whose solution is found by means of the iterative L–BFGS method [13], which provides both fast convergence and good quality results, but avoids the storage of matrices for large scale optimization problems [14]. Real data was not available for our current investigation because measurements on volunteers are restricted in terms of legal agreements and medical infrastructure. Therefore, we used simulated data as input data ($S_{ij}^{meas}$) for the reconstruction process. In order to model the $S$-parameters of a real brain, we performed electromagnetic simulations of a synthetic virtual brain and we corrupted the results with a multiplicative error model [15], [16], derived from measurements of the empty chamber. The full model includes a calibration error and noise model caused by electronics from the vector network analyzer driving the system and electronic switches:

$$S_{ij}^{noise} = \epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise} S_{ij}^{meas},$$  \hspace{1cm}(2)$$

where $\epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise}$ is described by a set of six coefficients tuned upon measurements of the real system and $S_{ij}^{meas}$ is the result of the simulation of the forward problem. Finally, $\epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise}$ can be expressed in a short form as:

$$\epsilon_{ij}^{calib,noise} = (1 + p(G_{ij}^{Re} + iG_{ij}^{Im})).$$  \hspace{1cm}(3)$$

The coefficient $p$ depends on the six coefficients and $G_{ij}^{Re}$ and $G_{ij}^{Im}$ are given for each pair of transmitting/receiving antennas $(i,j)$; they follow a normal distribution. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the experiments is close to 0 dB, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the most constraining value applied in the frame of synthetic reconstructions of the brain.

The reconstruction problem is highly complex due to the huge size of the data and high level of heterogeneity in brain tissues. Therefore, regularization techniques need to be investigated.

#### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Type of reconstruction</th>
<th>Data/phantom</th>
<th>Number of tissues</th>
<th>Stroke</th>
<th>Stroke model</th>
<th>Automatic detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>Stroke location</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>Homogeneous (blood)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Quantitative permittivity</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>Homogeneous (blood)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>Stroke detection</td>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic and ischemic</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Quantitative permittivity</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic and ischemic</td>
<td>Inhomogeneous -10%/+20%</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>Quantitative permittivity</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic and ischemic</td>
<td>Inhomogeneous -10%/+10%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Regularization

With respect to previous investigations on the topic [10] where the Tikhonov functional [17] was employed in the reconstructions, in this paper we propose a different functional as a regularizing term in the objective function $J(\kappa)$ of problem (1): the smooth TV functional is exploited here with the aim of reducing noise while preserving edges between zones with different permittivity values. TV functionals produce anisotropic smoothing during signal reconstruction, which allows one to prevent from noise amplification and, at the same time, to reconstruct the edges between changes of values. As the strokes correspond to areas with greater or smaller values of the permittivity, TV regularization will better reconstruct these areas compared to Tikhonov regularization. First, we want to stress the requirement of regularization methods for the solution of problem (1). In order to evaluate the solution of problem (1) with and without regularization, in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, we show the values of the relative error $\text{errRel}(\kappa_n)$ for the real part of an ischemic and a hemorrhagic stroke respectively, where $\text{errRel}(\kappa_n)$ is defined as $\text{errRel}(\kappa_n) := |\| R(\kappa_n) - R(\kappa_{\text{exact}}) ||_2 / |\| R(\kappa_{\text{exact}}) ||_2$, and $\kappa_n$ is the solution of problem (1) at the $n$-th iteration and $\kappa_{\text{exact}}$ is the ground truth of the synthetic head model. The green line shows the evolution of $\text{errRel}(\kappa_n)$ without regularization (i.e., $\alpha = 0$ in (1)), while red and blue lines correspond to the choice of $R(\kappa)$ as a smooth TV regularizer or a Tikhonov regularizer ($R(\kappa) = \frac{1}{2} \int_{\Omega} |\nabla \kappa|^2$), respectively: when no regularization is employed, the well-known semi-convergence phenomenon appears, resulting in a solution dominated by noise. Second, the comparison of the TV performances with the Tikhonov functional previously employed in the experiments of [10] does not show remarkable improvements when considering the relative error of the solutions with respect to the ground truth (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b). Similar behavior for the relative error evolution is observed when considering the imaginary part of the solution. Although the final values are similar, the error is slightly lower when TV is employed. Third, the objective functions $J(\kappa)$ for problem (1) are shown in Fig. 1c as follows: continuous lines show the evolution of the functional for the considered ischemic stroke, dashed-dotted lines for the hemorrhagic stroke, and the color scale is the same as in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, i.e., green color corresponds to no regularization, red to the smooth TV regularization and blue to the Tikhonov regularizer. The objective function in Fig. 1c reaches the lowest values when no regularization is employed, nevertheless the solution is not reliable because it includes the noise (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b for the error evaluation); when regularization (Tikhonov or TV) is applied, the function $J(\kappa)$ ends up at lower values when the TV functional is employed, so the latter is selected for all further experiments.

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The model of a synthetic brain obtained from CT and MRI data, which consists of a complex permittivity map of $362 \times 434 \times 362$ data points with a spatial resolution of 0.5 mm, is used as a ground truth for the experiments. The operating frequency of the system is $f = 1 \text{ GHz}$. The experimentation codes for forward and inverse problems were implemented using the program FreeFEM++, an open source tool developed at the Université Pierre and Marie Curie, France [18] devised for High Performance Computing (HPC). Simulations have been performed on the Tier-0 Italian supercomputer MARCONI (CINECA, Bologna). Thanks to HPC, the total computation time to obtain the permittivity value map is less than five minutes. The post-processing of the results was performed using MATLAB and takes a few seconds.

A. Reconstructed images

We adopt elliptical-shaped strokes in order to simulate a slightly anisotropic blood diffusion. The ischemic CVAs were simulated by subtracting 10% of the local permittivity in an ellipsoidal region (or conversely, 10% was added for hemorrhagic CVAs) according to observations from [7], [8]. Dielectric permittivity profiles were reconstructed separately on real and imaginary parts. The reconstruction results are shown on the central cross-section of the head. The intensity of each pixel $(x_i, y_i)$ corresponds to the real and imaginary part of $\varepsilon_r$. Moreover, in the considered plane, the cross-section of the stroke has an elliptical shape, described by the following equations:

$$
\begin{align*}
  x &= 38 \cos(t) + x_0 \\
  y &= 23 \sin(t) + y_0
\end{align*}
$$

We perform several experiments simulating strokes in three different positions defined by $(x_0, y_0)$ and selected according
to the different areas of the brain. Test cases are labeled as Stroke A, Stroke B and Stroke C, corresponding to ellipsoidal regions centered in \((x_0, y_0) = (0, 0), (48.3, 0)\) and \((14.3, -57.6)\), respectively. The borders of the strokes are highlighted on Fig. 2, but the values of \(\varepsilon_r\) in the figure are those of the healthy brain. Note that Fig. 2 only shows the region inside the skull, whereas the reconstruction is performed across the entire cross-section of the imaging system; details on the automatic definition of this region will be given in Section III-B. Figure 3 shows the results for stroke B in the same cross-sectional plane as in Fig. 2 for the real part of \(\varepsilon_r\): the reconstructions of the brain with an ischemic CVA, the healthy brain and the brain with hemorrhagic CVA are displayed from left to right. We highlight three issues: 1. The reconstructed values of the real part of \(\varepsilon_r\) in Fig. 3 have a narrower range (26 to 63) with respect to Fig. 2. These differences in the range of values can be interpreted as follows. The brain is the assembly of many small structures having different permittivity values. In the microwave domain, the spatial resolution is not sharp enough to perfectly describe the spatial variations of the brain permittivity. This is the reason why the reconstruction tends to average the permittivity values and provides lower spatial resolution compared to the exact permittivity map. 2. By comparison with the maximum reconstructed value of the healthy brain, the stroke provokes an increase of 8 to the maximum value of the real part of \(\varepsilon_r\), which corresponds to an increase of 15%. 3. For this kind of images, detection can only be performed by comparison with healthy brain results, which are not available in real life context. Therefore, we cannot simply rely on reconstructed images but we need post-processing capable of allowing automatic discriminations between both types of CVAs. The post-processing treatment is described in the following section.

### B. Data processing

MRI can accurately detect both hemorrhagic and ischemic strokes, while CT can only detect hemorrhagic strokes but can be used to determine if the stroke is ischemic through the process of elimination. For our post-processing method we propose to check for the presence of the hemorrhage but also to confirm that there is no false detection in case of ischemic stroke. We are looking for the local increase in permittivity that characterizes a hemorrhage, using a binary accumulative processing. We first have to initialize the reconstruction area, i.e., to restrict the area to pixels located inside the skull. For this, we automatically detect the skull, which is quite straightforward because it has one of the lowest permittivity values of the head. We set a threshold at 26 for the real part of the complex permittivity in the reconstructed image, so that values below 26 are identified as pixels corresponding to the skull. We compute the maximum distance \(r_{\text{max}}\) of skull pixels from the center of the image. We then select pixels whose distance from the center are inferior to \(r_{\text{max}}\) and discard the other values. This has been done for example in Fig. 2. A similar procedure applies for the imaginary part of the complex permittivity. The binary accumulative processing consists of three steps:

- **Step 1**: create a set of binary images for real and imaginary part of \(\varepsilon_r\), showing the stroke’s persistence;
- **Step 2**: accumulate the images to obtain single images for both the real and imaginary part;
- **Step 3**: compose both images and apply a threshold to obtain the final binary image.

The first step of the binary accumulative processing takes advantage of naturally high values of the complex permittivity within the hemorrhage zone due to the presence of blood. We first set an initial threshold, called \(T_0\). When sliding the threshold toward higher values \((T_0 + n\) with \(n \geq 0)\) the hemorrhage will still be visible in the image, provided that \(n\) remains in the range of values of the complex permittivity of the reconstructed hemorrhage. Real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity are computed separately. For the real part, \(T_0^R\) equals the mean value \(M_R\) of the real part of the reconstructed permittivity of the healthy brain plus the 15% increase characterizing the reconstruction of the hemorrhagic stroke.

\[
T_0^R = (M_R + 0.15 \times M_R).
\] (5)

Once \(T_0^R\) is defined, we slide it by step of 1 to obtain gradually increasing thresholds:

\[
T_n^R = T_0^R + n
\] (6)

where \(n \in \{0, \ldots, n^{\text{real}} - 1\}\) and \(n^{\text{real}} \in \mathbb{N}^*\). The initial image \(\{A_0^R\}\) is composed of triplets \((x_1, y_1, (\Re(\varepsilon_r)))\). For all \(n\), we set up a binary image \(\{B_n^R\}\) composed of triplets \((x_l, y_l, b_{l,n}^R)\) according to thresholding:

\[
b_{l,n}^R = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } (\Re(\varepsilon_r))_l \geq T_n^R \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (7)

In binary images, red color stands for \(b_{l,n}^R = 1\) and blue for \(b_{l,n}^R = 0\). We proceed the same manner for the imaginary
part of the complex permittivity $\varepsilon_r$. We call $\{B^I_n\}$ the images, $n^{\text{imag}}$ their total number ($n^{\text{imag}} \in \mathbb{N}^*$) and we compute the initial threshold $T^I_0$ with:

$$T^I_0 = (M_i + 0.15 \times M_i). \quad (8)$$

where $M_i$ is the mean value of the reconstructed imaginary part of $\varepsilon_r$. In Step 2, we separately accumulate and normalize images of real and imaginary parts as follows. We built images $\{C^R\}$ and $\{C^I\}$ composed of triplets $(x_l, y_l, b^R_l)$ and $(x_l, y_l, b^I_l)$ with

$$b^R_l = \sum_{n=0}^{n^{\text{real}}-1} \frac{b^R_{l,n}}{n^{\text{real}}}, \quad b^I_l = \sum_{n=0}^{n^{\text{imag}}-1} \frac{b^I_{l,n}}{n^{\text{imag}}}. \quad (9)$$

As a consequence, $b^R_l$ and $b^I_l$ are between 0 and 1. At this point we must take into account that the increase of permittivity due to the hemorrhage occurs simultaneously on real and imaginary part of $\varepsilon_r$. For this reason, in Step 3, we first create a new image composing $\{C^R\}$ and $\{C^I\}$; we point-wise multiply $b^R_l$ and $b^I_l$, which compels simultaneous detection and enables us to suppress (or at least lower) spurious values at the pixel level. Each value of this new image is between 0 and 1, which we interpret as the percentage of pixels detected in the hemorrhage zone. Second, we set up the final binary image with a thresholding process similar to (7). We set the threshold value at 0.8 ($\approx 0.9 \times 0.9$), which corresponds to 90% detection in $\{C^R\}$ and $\{C^I\}$. Still, the threshold value will have to be definitively settled with measurement carried out with volunteers in hospitals. As for previous binary images, red color stands for 1 and blue stands for 0. Results for every step of the binary accumulative processing are shown from Fig. 4 to Fig. 6. For Step 1 we built $n^{\text{real}} = 8$ images $\{B^R_n\}$ and $n^{\text{imag}} = 5$ images $\{B^I_n\}$. These values are chosen according to the differences between the maximum reconstructed values from healthy brain and brain with stroke (15%). We settled upon this percentage after 3 simulations. The investigation needs to be pursued with clinical experiments on a large number of volunteers to fix the percentage of change for the reconstructed permittivity and the mean reconstructed value, which are the starting parameters of the binary accumulative processing. In order to show the evolution of the images according to the threshold increase, we display the first, middle and last image in Fig. 4: as expected, the number of red pixels decreases as the threshold raises. Fig. 5 shows the results of Step 2 for real (left) and imaginary (right) parts. We see that there are several zones with pixels values close to 1 but not all of them are at the same location on real and imaginary parts of $\varepsilon_r$, which shows that we need an additional processing step. Results for the final images of Step 3 in Fig. 6 show that the hemorrhage is properly located for all the considered cases. We have also checked that the processing provides no detection (entirely blue images) in case of ischemic strokes.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated stroke detection and identification based on microwave imaging. We take advantage of the physical properties of the hemorrhage, i.e., an increase of 10% of permittivity on both real and imaginary parts. Our process relies on a binary accumulative method applied separately on real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity. The final binary image is obtained by pixel-wise multiplication and thresholding. The hemorrhage is detected at the right location in all tested cases, whereas no false detection occurs in case of ischemic strokes. Identification, including image reconstruction and automatic detection, takes less than five minutes. Although the process is successful so far, in the future we will investigate specific processing for the ischemic stroke. Nevertheless, the case of an ischemic stroke is more challenging since many tissues of the brain have permittivity values that are lower than those in the ischemic region; to the contrary, the hemorrhage is strongly linked to the blood values (highest value of the brain complex permittivity map), making the thresholding-based accumulative processing better suited for this case. Clinical studies will be necessary to validate the proposed detection method and parameters.
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Fig. 4. **Step 1**: brain with hemorrhagic stroke B, with $n_{\text{real}} = 8$ and $n_{\text{imag}} = 5$. From left to right: first image, middle image and last image of Step 1. From top to bottom, images of real and imaginary parts.

Fig. 5. **Step 2**: brain with hemorrhagic stroke B. From left to right: images for real and imaginary parts.

Fig. 6. **Step 3**: final binary images for hemorrhagic strokes.
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